A COMMUNITY OF GENEROSITY

REED COLLEGE
CENTENNIAL CAMPAIGN
AND ANNUAL FUND
DONOR RECOGNITION

In the summer of 2005, trustees, faculty members, and administrators came together to craft a vision for Reed’s second century. This vision is informed by three core values that have animated Reed since its inception: inquiry, community, and integrity. Together, college leaders set a historic fundraising goal of $200 million, which became the Centennial Campaign.

As we enter the final year of the campaign, we celebrate you, members of Reed’s centennial generation, for renewing the college’s commitment to its historic ideals. Your collective generosity leaves a permanent stamp on the college comparable to that imprinted by the founding generation.

The enclosed pages list today’s champions of the Reed ideals. You have led in many ways, including through your support of the Centennial Campaign and through your commitment to the Annual Fund.

Thank you.

campaign.reed.edu
Centennial Campaign Leadership Donors

The following is a list of donors whose commitments to the Centennial Campaign (including gifts, pledges, life-income gifts, and Annual Fund gifts) totaled $10,000 or above by October 31, 2011.

*Denotes membership in Reed’s Eliot Society, for those who have informed the college of their intention to name Reed in their estate plans or who have established a planned gift to the college. To be included in the Eliot Society, please contact Kathy Saitas, director of planned giving, at 503/777-7759 or Kathy.Saitas@reed.edu.

Gifts of $1,000,000 and above

Mary E. Barnard ’32 (deceased)
Matthew Bergman ’84
H. Gerald Bidwell and Geraldine Pope Bidwell
Frank P. Bowman ’49 (deceased)*
Timothy and Mary Boyle
Jane Buchan and James Driscoil
Norman F. Carrigg ’46
Stanley H. Cohn ’47 (deceased)*
Sue Cooley
Alice Catherine Reckard Corbett ’44 (deceased)*
Carol Daun Croft ’57 (deceased)
David C. Eddings ’54 (deceased)*
David H. French ’39 (deceased) and Kathrine French (deceased)*
John Gray and Betty Gray (deceased)
Daniel B. Greenberg ’62 and Susan Steinhauser*
Ralph R. Kaul ’35 (deceased) and Virginia Kaul*
Jeffrey and Hyunja Kenner
Lester B. Lave ’60 (deceased) and Judith Lave*
Richard J. Lingelser ’55 and Linda Lingelser*
Patricia Lunneborg (deceased)*
Wallace MacCaffrey ’42*
Thormund Aubrey Miller ’41 (deceased) and Barbara Miller
Sandra Mintz and Walter Mintz ’50 (deceased)*
Paul M. Mockett ’59 and Sara Hoffman Mockett*
Millicent Naito and William S. Naito ’49 (deceased)*
Peter Norton ’65 and Gwen Adams Norton*
Gary E. Rieschel ’79 and Yucca Wong Rieschel
Leslie Scalapino ’66 (deceased) and Thomas J. White*

Helen Stafford (deceased)*
Alice Larkin Steiner ’74 and Kevin K. Steiner ’74
Peter C. Stockman ’77 and Terry Stockman*
Richard H. Wollenberg ’75 and Barbara Wollenberg
R. P. Wollenberg
Norman L. Yeon ’37 (deceased)*
Anonymous

Gifts of $500,000 to $999,999

Alan R. Brodie ’51 (deceased)
Suzan Kay Oliver DeBene ’83 and Kurt D. DeBene
Francisca Winston Erickson ’45
Jane Floyd (deceased)
George Michael James ’77 and Karen Flannery James*
Jane Winks Kilkenney ’33 (deceased)
Angela V. Lane ’65 (deceased)
Grace Martz (deceased)
Linda Hammill Matthews ’67 and E. Curtis Matthews, Jr.*
Agnes M. McQuarrie ’39 (deceased)*
Francis S. Murphy ’36 (deceased)*
Frank E. Myers ’27 (deceased) and Ionemay Williams Myers ’27 (deceased)
Jerome H. Stern ’48 and Helen Stern
Stephen Ungar ’42 (deceased)
Anonymous

Gifts of $250,000 to $499,999

Maxine M. Arndt ’48 (deceased)
Laurie Miller Cummins ’39 (deceased) and Roy Cummins (deceased)*
Frederick E. Ellis ’38 (deceased) and Marilyn Segal Ellis (deceased)*
Marguerite Galt (deceased)*
Barbara Sloate Isgur ’63 (deceased) and Lee S. Isgur ’60

Bruce A. Jann ’34 (deceased)*
Ellen Knowlton Johnson ’39 (deceased)*
Maida Wernicke Johnston ’38 (deceased)*
E. Randolph and Leslie Labbe
Peter R. Mason ’79 and Roberta Riley
Michael R. McGarvey ’63*
Steven D. McGeady ’80 and Linda McGeady
George and Claire Rives*
Catherine and Ottomar Rudolf
Agnes Burt Russfield ’35 (deceased)
Elizabeth Lamb Tate ’39
Helen Van de Water ’26 (deceased)
Ruth S. Westheimer, MD ’62*
Dorothy Whitman (deceased)*
Anonymous

Gifts of $100,000 to $249,999

Konrad Stephen Alt ’81 and Maureen A. Kennedy*
Louise Austin
Preston C. Bassett ’40 (deceased)
Irene E. Heller Bettinger ’62*
Ernest Bonyhadi ’48 and Shirley Georges Gittelsohn ’49*
James A. Borders ’63 and Deborah A. Borders*
William S. Breill ’51 and Fay Breil*
Darrell W. Brownwell ’54 and Marilyn Losi Brownwell ’55*
Joseph F. Bunnett ’42 and Sara Tefer Bunnett ’42 (deceased)*
Steven M. Byrnes ’80 and Jamie Mandelbaum
Steven L. Cantor ’73 and Jessie Jonas ’73
Suzanne Blettermann Cassidy ’65 and Christopher N. Visner ’65
Nathan Cogan ’60
Jeannine Cowles
Alberto Criofani
Martha A. Darling ’66 and Gilbert S. Omenn
Jerome and Catherine Debs
Colin and Joan Diver*
David M. Dressler ’60 and Deborah Dressler
Michele and Robert Eder*
Linda Finocchiaro
Clarence Fogelstrom (deceased)
Don Frisbee
Morris Galen
Thomas T. Georges, Jr. ’40 (deceased)*
Edmund J. Gion ’59 and Irene C. Gion* 
Loretta Goldstein*
Before I went back to school, most of my jobs made me feel invisible, incapable, and trapped at the bottom. Reed is opening doors to new lifestyles, and a step up the ladder. My great-grandmother would be proud to know I am breaking the tradition of struggle. Thank you for making it possible.

—Mary O’Hara ’12

Colin MacLachian ’52 (deceased)
Monteith Macoubrie ’42*
Sally McCracken
Lisa Menet ’83 and Gabe Newell
Nelson William Minar ’94 and
Kenneth Scott
Gregory P. Morgan ’77 and
Diane LeKoy Morgan ’77*
Robert A. Morris ’65 and
Celia Hansen Morris ’64
Brian and Sheila Murphy
Margaret Shaw Nicodemus ’36 (deceased)*
Louise Pearson and Jack Henkin
Karl M. Peters ’83 and Blair Wellensiek
Janet Pressman*
Barbara E. Richards ’51 (deceased)*
Sumner C. Rodriguez ’42 (deceased) and
Adele Rodriguez (deceased)*

Gifts of $25,000 to $99,999
David Thomas Adler ’63 and
Martha Adler
M. Scott Anderson ’73 and
Donna D’Oro Anderson
Susan Spicer Angell ’75
Robert Anholt ’71 and Ann Waitner
Amanda Smith Barusch ’77 and
Lawrence Barusch*
Orlien N. Becker ’49 and Margot L. Becker
Hafte Behnia ’75 and Elenice Behnia
Elizabeth J. Bell ’87 and J. Bruce Bell
David Wallace Brauer ’83 and
Mitsujiro Hirasawa
William and Regina Brinkerhoff
Robert C. Brown ’51 (deceased) and
Karen Brown
Lorraine Carrigg

Lyn Chambers ’69 and E. Gregory Lee ’70
Jo Pesman Chanaud ’49 and
Robert Chanaud*
Julie J. L. Cheng ’84
Richard W. Cuthbert ’73 and
Cheryl Redl-Cuthbert
Ned T. Dairiki ’60 and
Janis M. Bueling Dairiki ’59
Richard J. Danzig ’65 and
Andrea Auster Danzig ’65*
Arwen Isaac Dave ’89 and Satyam Dave
Glenn C. Davis ’68 and Naomi Breslau
Alan L. Dean ’41 (deceased) and
Vera Sisson Dean
Natalie Delord
Frances Diack (deceased)
Steven J. Dubnoff ’66 and Marian Lowe
Frederick C. Dunbar ’66 and
Helen Mangano
Stuart Durkheimer (deceased)*
Harris Dusenberg ’36 and
Evelyn Shields Dusenberg ’37 (deceased)*
Karen Maxwell Endo ’66 and
Eric S. Endo
Donald Max Engelman ’62
John H. Fine ’82 and Susan Harrington
Donald H. Flanders ’58*
Stephen William Foster ’69
Dora Fourcade
James and Kathleen French
Katherine Freygang
Jean Frost*
Cleota G. Fry ’33 (deceased)*
Alexander and Nancy Furlotti
Byron J. Gaddis ’79 and
Amy C. Eggleston Gaddis ’79
James Gale (deceased)*
Venkataraman V. Ganesan ’96 and
Preetha Basavanagoud
Arthur and Barbara Garcia
Alberto Gatenio ’84 and Barbara Gatenio
Michael J. Goldblatt ’74 and
Marta Padilla Goldblatt
Arthur Goldsmith (deceased)
David Morris Gossett ’91 and
Dena Ringold
Donald S. Green ’54 and Joan Green*
Fred Gullette ’57
Lydia Gustin
David and Mary Hammond
Collier M. Hands ’80
Carol Joanne Hasson ’49 and
Samuel Vodopia*
Donald J. Heifgott ’74 and
Heather Zwicky

* DENOTES MEMBERSHIP IN REED’S ELIOT SOCIETY.
The courses, the people, the atmosphere here have already served to shape a very fundamental part of who I am and who I hope to be.

—Melissa Gifford ’12

Theodore N. Kaplan ’63
Jerry L. Kelley ’44 and Vivian G. Kelley*
B. Kenneth Koe ’45
William Cha-Won Koo ’83 and Elsa Dragan Tanguay-Koo ’00
Mervin Kuhlman (deceased)*
Ronni Lacroute
George B. Lane ’74
Bruce E. Leber ’48 (deceased) and
Mary Savage Leber ’50 (deceased)*
Mary Piper Leber ’50 and
Lewis F. Leber ’50 (deceased)
James and Karen Lefever
Moshe D. Lenske ’50
Jan R. Liss ’74 and
James L. Coddington ’74
De and Beth Little
Pat Karolchuck Livingston ’55
Nils Lonberg ’79 and Nina Patil
Nicholas Emile Lovejoy ’92 and
Diane Lovejoy
William and Josephine Lowe
Eva Reinhold Lowen ’50*
Alex Joseph Martinez ’73 and
Katherine Carter Martinez
Jeffrey M. Mason ’79 and Julia Hollien
Robert F. McCullough ’72 and
Karen A. Toi ’76
Mary Jane McGary ’68*
Lindsey McGrath ’78 and Tom Schneiger
John and Michele McNelis
Michael Reed Mercy ’87
Dixon Y. Miyachi ’40 (deceased)
Robert W. Moen ’39 (deceased)
Brian and Colleen Myers
Trevor Reed Nelson ’57 and Laurie Reynolds
Herbert and Jeanne Newmark
Margaret Hill Noto ’75 and Ingrid Noto
James W. O’Neill ’76 and Susan H. O’Neill
Burton Warner Onstine ’54*
James E. Orr ’65*
Brendan O’Sullivan
Marianne Gerke Ott ’64*
Ritankar Pal ’93 and Jaya Sinha
Anthony Pattison ’63 (deceased)
David P. Pearson ’49 (deceased)
Puon Alexander Penn ’92 and Annie Sek
Margaret Pickering (deceased)
Lucille Harris Pierce ’43*
Richard Eliot Pincus ’64 and Arlene Pincus*
John A. Piper ’59 (deceased) and
Merilyn Piper (deceased)
Tracy Nicole Poe ’91 and
Gregory Francis Sullivan, II ’90
Merritt Laird Quaram ’81 and Anna E. Quaram
Kenneth E. Rees ’84 and Jeanne Guiner
William Reese ’58 and Emily Clark Reese ’58
Theodore E. Reich ’51 and
Gloria Carolyn Erickson Reich ’54*
Ann Reichelderfer and Douglas Blair
Jeffrey H. Reichwald ’84 and
Jill Reichwald
Steven Reiss and Mary Mattingly
A. Richard Ross ’72 and Judith A. Heim
Jon W. Salmon ’74 and Mariani Salmon
Aravind Boopathiham Sankar ’91
James A. Seagraves ’51 (deceased)
Joseph Sellers and Laurie Davis
Carolyn Savinar Selling ’44 (deceased)
John P. Sheehy ’82 and Laurie Szujewska
Darlene Ellen Sherrick-Durussel ’61 (deceased)
John L. Shiple ’49 and Joan Shipley (deceased)
Carol Simpson
Ellen Smith (deceased)
M. Brewster Smith ’39 and Deborah Smith
Robert Lloyd Smith ’57 and Adriana Jane Huyer
Allison Lee Sneed ’89 and Steven Pike
James Todd Snow
Ilse Sonnheder (deceased)
John G. Sperling ’48
Ruth W. Spoerli-Herman ’38 (deceased)
Anne Wood Squier ’60*
James and Patricia Summerton
Edwin F. Ulman ’52 and Elizabeth F. Ulman*
Diana Velene
Lester Viles (deceased)
David Walz
James M. Ward ’81
Robert L. Warrack ’52 and Martha Warrack
Sally L. Watson ’50*
Dorothea Marie Pottsmith Weaver ’35 (deceased)
Gladdys Keck Webster ’18 (deceased)
Thomas S. Weisner ’65 and Susan Weisner
Charles and Emmanuelle Welsh
Frank Westheimer (deceased) and
Jeanne Westheimer (deceased)
Mary B. Williams ’58*
Anne Sinclair Wilson ’65 and
Gerald Wilson*
Carolyn Lea Winch ’95 and Martin T. Winch
Willfried Zimmerman ’74 and Eeva Zimmerman
Anonymous

Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999

Dorothy Allen (deceased)*
Jeffrey H. Altschul ’75 and
Deborah Kalahan Altschul ’75
Donald Asher ’83 and Lisa Bartschi
Jean Stern Atkinson ’51*
Thomas E. Backer ’81 and
Jane Leslie Newberry
Vlasta N. Becvar Barber ’47 and Tom C. Barber
Martha Bardach
Jonathan Bates ’67 and Sally J. Everson-Bates
Kathleen Beaufait ’52
John O. Bethune ’77 and Cheryl Spector
Leonard and Susan Bidart
Harvey I. Blau ’63 and
Elizabeth Hemingson Blau
Will Bloch
Steven A. Boggs ’68
Morris Bol ’58 and Lewis A. Crickard*
Paul and Nancy Bradon
Bradley Bridge and Dveera Segal
Eric D. Britton ’82 and Sara J. Worley ’83
Elizabeth Ann Brown ’40*
Marianne Shipley Buchwalter ’45
Alan R. Burns ’73 and Kathleen D. Jameson
Anthony Richard Caffaro ’04
Vincent and Katherine Cahill
William L. Carey ’50 and Beryl A. Carey
James D. Carpenter ’83 and Joan MacCrenken
Richard A. Cellarius ’58 and
Donis Scheunicng Cellarius ’59*
Lee Q. Charette ’39

4 CAMPAIGN COMMITMENTS (INCLUDING GIFTS, PLEDGES, LIFE-INCOME GIFTS, AND ANNUAL FUND GIFTS) TOTALING $10,000 OR ABOVE BY OCTOBER 31, 2011.
Thelma Lester Clark and Robert Clark (deceased)*
William S. Connell ’37 (deceased)
Rodney P. Cornwall ’62 and Elizabeth Cornwall
Bryan and Christy Clessey
Linda Cudlin ’63
Samuel Danon
Bessie R. Johnson Day ’40 (deceased)*
Fernanda Maria J. De Clercq ’92
Douglas and Michelle DelFilippi
Peter R. Dehn ’61*
Rachael M. Dorc ’76
Mary Patricia Dougherty
Susan Ramseyer Dowd ’58
David and Ann Drum
Michael G. Dryfoos ’81 and Ilga Jansons
Lauren and Rion Dudley
Patricia E. Eames ’50 and Connie Campbell Hart ’51*
Dorothy Moore Edlin ’56
James and Catherine Egin
John W. Ellingboe ’80 and Page Hartwell
Jeffrey Emanuel ’05
Robert G. Engel ’80 and S. Miriam Seglin
Steven B. Falk ’83 and Nancy K. Falk
Jonathan S. Feld ’74 and Shelley Longmuir
Anthony H. Fisher ’80 and Bethry Fisher
Harry T. Freis ’56 (deceased)
Peter W. French ’68 and Annette Caroseli French
Viola Gale (deceased)
Lee and Bonnie Garrett
Christopher A. George ’70 and Ellen Huberman
Stephen and Beverly Giblin
Robert Gordon Gillespie ’55 and Mary Jo Mickelson Gillespie ’55*
Davidi Giolo
Donald W. Graham ’61 and Patricia McCluskey Graham
Andrew and Christa Grant
John F. Griffith ’50 (deceased)
Seth Grosshandler ’79 and Kim Wainwright
Samuel Gubins ’64 and Eleanor Gubins
Richard John Guilroy ’53 and Stella Jeng Guilroy
Sue Hopkins Guist ’52 and LeRoy R. Guist ’52*
Maggie Gurewitz
Esther M. Gwinnell ’75*
Ira V. Hainick ’70 and Sharon Kitagawa ’64
Virginia Oglesby Hancock ’62*
Charles S. Hartley ’79 and Natalia S. Hryciwskyj
Richard J. Havel ’46 and Virginia Johnson Havel ’47*
Philip M. Hawley ’47 and Mary Hawley
Hilde Stern Hein ’53*
Mitchell W. Heinemann ’41 and Elaine Brunhardt Heinemann
David E. Heinez ’79
Robert Michael Herzberg ’58 and Joan K. George-Herzberg*
William M. Hoehnberger ’84 and David M. Knudson
James Hood (deceased) and Elinor Hood
Jack G. Horror ’50 (deceased)
Hildegarde Schoeler Huestis ’45 (deceased)
Frank Hurley (deceased)
Sulayman E. Jallow ’72 and Doreen M. Rubaine
Jeri S. Janowsky ’78 and John Crabbe
Yusaf Jawed ’91
Arthur E. Johnson ’53
Bruce C. Johnson ’82 and Heather Ann Johnson
Colleen Johnson and Charles Caron
Michael J. Johnson ’71 and Elizabeth Barnes
Majda Sajovic Jones ’64*
George M. Joseph ’51 (deceased) and Elizabeth Joseph*
Cris T. Kako ’73 and Michelle D. Gewirtz
Daniel S. Kemp ’58
Margaret Rhoads Kendon ’59 and Adam Kendon
Behzad Khosrowshahi ’91 and Mona Khosrowshahi
Beth Koren and Geoff Stanley
Thomas M. Landye ’60 and Patricia Ann Landye
Margaret Larson
John R. Lathrop ’80
John Leadley (deceased)
Gregory Lee and Muh-Ching Yee
Stephen J. Leibovic ’77 and Julie Sidharta
Arthur D. Levy ’73
Paul Alan Levy ’73 and Nancy Huvendick
Norman S. Levin ’48 and Mary Kate Levin*
George Lind (deceased)
Mark Linehan and Karen LaBonte

Arthur H. Livermore ’40 (deceased)*
Peter G. Lomhoff ’66 and Oksana Oleszko
Kenneth J. Lowe ’55 and Ruth Leeds Love ’58*
Alice Goon Lowe ’48*
Carolyn Luce and Forrest Church
Charles E. Marks ’62 and Sandra J. Marks*
Roberta A. Marlowe ’60
Christopher K. Mathews ’58 and Catherine Mathews
Fred Matthies ’49 and Susan A. Matthies
Jonathan Maurer and Gretchen Shugart
Eleanor May ’45*
Toinette Menashe MALS ’71 and Victor Menashe*
Stan T. Metzenberg ’80 and Aida Bogas Metzenberg ’77
Orlando and Dorothy Miller
Michael Mills ’69
Ronny B. Mintz ’64 and Julie Mintz*
Alfred Moses
Kenneth N. Moss ’74 and Patryce Toye
Anne and Ernest Munch
William R. Nelson ’62 and Susan Olson*
Janet Neuburg ’69 and Charles Hannegan
Sara S. Nichols ’83 and William Magavern
Samuel Bunker Nickerson ’96 and Anitha Reagan Nickerson ’98
Lloyd C. Olson ’57 and Debbie Olson
Cynthia O’Neill (deceased)
Susan C. Orlansky ’75
Janice Orloff
Norman H. Packard ’77 and Grazia Peduzzi
Marshall W. Pagon ’78 and Holly Matteson Pagon

It is an honor to be part of such an active community of individuals devoted to a life of questioning, perhaps even to questioning as a distinctive kind of life.

—Daniel Caranza ’12

John R. Paschal ’68 and Carol S. Paschal*
Robert and Linda Pepper
David Pincus ’64 and Susan Schwartz Osrowski ’66
Mark J. Pomerantz ’72 and Deborah Ford
Hugh Porter and Jill Soitico
Mark S. Ptashne ’61 and Lucy Gordon
Constance E. Putnam ’65 and Hugo A. Bedau*
Nicholas J. Puzak ’80 and Gail Ramsey

* DENOTES MEMBERSHIP IN REED’S ELOIOT SOCIETY.
Robert E. Slavin ’72 and Nancy A. Madden ’73
Herbert E. Smith ’62*
June Burlingame Smith ’56
David M. Snyder ’65 and Susan Snyder
Dorothy Schumann Stearns ’45 and
Gerald Stearns*
W. Anthony Stewart ’75 and
Sunita Mahatma Stewart ’75
Steven L. Swanson ’84
Irena Siffran Swanson ’87
Nikki Taussig
Dedie Uunila Taylor ’69 and Lonn Wood Taylor*
Evelyn Thomas (deceased)
Berenis Tomlinson
Margaret Turney and Robert Hulter
Geoffrey L. Tyson ’78
Jean Leonard Ullman ’45
Ralph Ullman (deceased)
Josephine Lewis Utley ’39 (deceased)

Lawrence and Dorie Vollum
Owen Walker and Alexandra Leake
Ian Seth Weinstein ’81 and Monica Rickenberg
Lowell R. Weitkamp ’58 and Sally Weitkamp*
Kenneth and Rhea Werner
Mariquita West ’58 and Celia Taupin*
Lillian Kessler Wexler ’45 (deceased)
Laurel L. Wilkening ’66
Peter Winch
Stephen and Geral Wormington
Bradford L. Wright ’61 and
Rozelle Brown Wright ’61*
Loren and Judith Wyss
Mayumi Yamashita ’87
Wise Young ’71 and Lily Young
Naftali and Shirley Zisman
Peter Zorn and Marsha Courchane
Anonymous

The day I received my financial aid letter from the college
was one of the happiest days of my life; I remember sitting
at a coffee shop with a friend. When I got the news that my
parents would be able to send me to Reed, I stood straight
up on my chair, fists in the air, and screamed "Yes!"

—Tristan Nieto ’13
Annual Fund Leadership Donors
Fiscal Year 2011

The Annual Fund supports all facets of a Reed College education, from financial aid to faculty research, from the library to classroom technology. As a part of the Centennial Campaign, consistent Annual Fund support allows the college to engage in thoughtful, far-sighted planning while remaining true to its founding principles.

The following is a list of donors who gave to the Annual Fund at the Reed Leadership Circle level ($1,000 or above) during Fiscal Year 2011 (July 1, 2010, to June 30, 2011).

*Denotes membership in Reed’s Eliot Society, for those who have informed the college of their intention to name Reed in their estate plans or who have established a planned gift to the college. To be included in the Eliot Society, please contact Kathy Saitas, director of planned giving, at 503/777-7759 or Kathy.Saitas@reed.edu.

President’s Society
(Gifts of $25,000 and above)
Konrad Stephen Alt ’81 and Maureen A. Kennedy*
Matthew Bergman ’84
Timothy and Mary Boyle
David Wallace Brauer ’83 and Mitsuyo Hirasawa
Darrell W. Brownawell ’54 and Marilyn Losli Brownawell ’55*
Daniel B. Greenberg ’62 and Susan Steinhauser*
Jay M. Hubert ’66 and Mary Hubert
George Michael James ’77 and Karen Flannery James *
James Jay Joseph ’69 and Linda N. Joseph
Virginia Kaul *
Peter R. Mason ’79 and Roberta Riley
Linda Hammill Matthews ’67 and E. Curtis Matthews, Jr.*
Sandra Mintz *
Peter Norton ’65 and Gwen Adams Norton *
Louise Pearson and Jack Henkin
Kenneth E. Rees ’84 and Jeanne Gulner
David Walz
Richard H. Wollenberg ’75 and Barbara Wollenberg
Anonymous

Amanda Reed Society
(Gifts of $10,000 to $24,999)
Susan Spicer Angell ’75
Hafez Behnia ’75 and Elenice Behnia
Ernest Bonyhadi ’48 and Shirley Georges Gittelsohn ’49*
William and Regina Brinkerhoff
Vincent and Katherine Cahill
Glenn C. Davis ’68 and Naomi Breslau
Alan L. Dean ’41 (deceased) and Vera Sisson Dean
Suzan Kay Oliver DeBene ’83 and Kurt D. DeBene
Colin and Joan Diver *
Steven J. Dubnoff ’66 and Marian Lowe
Jeffrey Emanuel ’05
Donald Max Engelman ’62
Francisca Winston Erickson ’45
John H. Fine ’82 and Susan Harrington
Dora Fourcade
Morris Galen
Alberto Gatenio ’84 and Barbara Gatenio
Fred Guillet ’57
Esther M. Gwinnell ’75*
David and Mary Hammond
David R. Hardy ’71 and Anne Davidson Hardy
Donald J. Helfgott ’74 and Heather Zwickiey
Zebulon David Horowitz ’74 and Ann Dieterich Horowitz ’74

Gordon and Katherine Keane
Daniel S. Kemp ’58
Beth Koren and Geoff Stanley
E. Randolph and Leslie Labbe
Richard J. Lingelser ’55 and Linda Lingelser*
Nils Lonberg ’79 and Nila Patil
Alex Joseph Martinez ’73 and Katherine Carter Martinez
Michael R. McGarvey ’63*
Nelson William Minar ’94 and Kenneth Scott
Robert A. Morris ’65 and Celia Hansen Morris ’64
Brian and Colleen Myers
Marshall W. Pagon ’78 and Holly Matteson Pagon
Ritankar Pal ’93 and Jaya Sinha
Mark S. Pashele ’61 and Lucy Gordon
David A. Schoenfeld ’67 and Ellen M. Schoenfeld
James A. Seagraves ’51 (deceased)
Joseph Sellers and Laurie Davis
Thomas M. Shapiro ’63 and Mary R. Roberts-Shapiro
Alice Larkin Steiner ’74 and Kevin K. Steiner ’74
Any A. Schiffrin ’84 and Joseph E. Stiglizi
Peter C. Stockman ’77 and Terry Stockman *
Nikki Taussig
Robert L. Warnock ’52 and Martha Warnock
Kenneth and Rhea Werner
Brett and Mary Wilcox
Wilfried Rhea Werner ’74 and Eeva Zimmerman
Anonymous

Anna Mann Society
(Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999)
M. Scott Anderson ’73 and Donna D’Oro Anderson
Jean Stern Atkinson ’51*
Judith F. Bell ’63 and Richard H. Goodwin ’63
John O. Bethune ’77 and Cheryl Specter
William S. Breall ’51 and Fay Breall *
Eric D. Britton ’82 and Sara J. Worley ’83
Steven M. Byrnes ’80 and Jamila Mandelbaum
Linda Cudlin ’63
Richard W. Cuthbert ’73 and Cheryl Redd-Cuthbert
Douglas and Michelle DeFilippi
Mary Patricia Dougherty
David M. Dressler ’60 and Deborah Dressler
Frederick C. Dunbar ’66 and Helen Mangano
Harry T. Freis ’56 (deceased)
Robert Bradley Wilson ’86
Bradford L. Wright ’61 and Rozelle Brown Wright ’61*
Anonymous

1911 Society
(Gifts of $1,911 to $4,999)
David Thomas Adler ’63 and Martha Adler
Jeffrey H. Altschul ’75 and
Deborah Kalahan Altschul ’75
Mary Stuart Waterbury Alvord ’55*
Robert Anholt ’71 and Ann Walter
John Edward Anthony ’89 and
Sara Lynn Zeigler ’89
Thomas Eli Backer ’81 and
Jane Leslie Newberry
Kathryn M. Baker ’74
Barry Balk and Janet Barton
David F. Banks ’63 and
Virginia Jardine Banks ’63
Vlasta N. Becvar Barber ’47 and Tom C. Barber
Jonathan Bates ’67 and Sally J. Everson-Bates
Peter Berkenkotter ’59 and
Carol Fireman Berkenkotter ’61
Leonard and Susan Bidart
Harvey I. Blau ’63 and
Elizabeth Hemingson Blau
Steven A. Boggs ’68
Morris Bol ’58 and Lewis A. Crickard*
Montie and Jamie Brewer
Bradley Bridge and Dveera Segal
Marianne Shipley Buchwalter ’45
Alan R. Burns ’73 and Kathleen D. Jameson
Alice Coughlin Byers ’62*
Steven L. Cantor ’73 and Jessie Jonas ’73
William L. Carey ’50 and Beryl A. Carey
Lyn Chambers ’69 and E. Gregory Lee ’70
Lee Q. Charette ’39
Sudarshan and Kalpana Chatterjee
W. Stephen Corrie ’62 and Joan M. Corrie
Martha A. Darling ’66 and Gilbert S. Omenn
Arwen Isaac Dave ’89 and Satyam Dave
Diana Horn Dee ’65 and Edward B. Hill*
Kirk D. Dillman ’79 and Lori Huff Dillman
Rachael M. Dorr ’76
David and Ann Drumm
Patricia E. Eames ’50 and
Connie Campbell Hart ’51*
U. Patrik Edenholt ’82 and
Valerie D. Daggett ’83
James and Catherine Elgin
John W. Ellingboe ’80 and Page Hartwell
W. Doug Evans ’84 and Heidi Nasstrom-Evans
James Farrell ’97
Jonathan S. Feld ’74 and Shelley Longmuir
Joyce Marie Ferris ’80
Kenneth and Maria Fields
Thomas W. Findley ’70 and Patricia Findley*
Deborah Fishbein
Anthony H. Fisher ’80 and Beth Fry Fisher
Wendy A. Fitzgerald ’78 and Jason H. Wilson
Paul Forman ’59
Charles D. Fosterling ’53
Jefferson L. Frank ’72
Peter W. French ’68 and
Annette Caroselli French
Stuart C. Gaul, Sr. ’48 and Joan B. Gaul
Christopher A. George ’70 and
Ellen Huberman
Wallace R. Gibson ’66
Ben and Barbara Giliberti
Peter Gordon Gillespie ’81 and Ann E. Barr ’82
Robert Gordon Gillespie ’55 and
Mary Jo Mickelson Gillespie ’55*
Lisa N. B. Gillette ’78
Andrew and Christa Grant
Edward A. Gray ’82 and Dina Catani
Samuel Gubins ’64 and Eleanor Gubins
Richard John Guilloy ’53 and
Stella Jeng Guilloy
Jonathan and Judy Haft
Ira V. Hainick ’70 and Sharon Kitagawa ’64
Paul Halpern ’83 and Susan Howatt
William E. Hammonds ’72 and
Nancy Hammonds
Richard J. Havel ’46 and
Virginia Johnson Havel ’47*
David E. Heinze ’79
Barclay Henderson ’62 and Minako Henderson
Karen Fisch Hensley ’76 and Mark P. Hensley
Robert Michael Herzberg ’58 and
Joan K. George-Herzberg*
Benjamin and Cathy Iselin
Harry S. Jacob ’54 and Lila Field-Jacob ’64*
Sulayman E. Jallow ’72 and Doreen M. Rubaine
Lois Baker Janzer ’50
Pauline Ann Eiden Jenne ’83
Stefanie Jewell-Thomas ’86
Arthur E. Johnson ’53
Michael J. Johnson ’71 and Elizabeth Barnes
Maja Sajovic Jones ’64*
James Paul Kahan ’64 and
Kathia Naumann Emery ’67
Cris T. Kako ’73 and Michelle D. Gewertz
Howard L. Kaplan ’68 and
Karen Joyce Converse Kaplan ’69
Margaret Rhoads Kendon ’59 and
Adam Kendon
For the first time in my life I feel challenged and engaged intellectually. Since my childhood, I’ve searched for a place like this and, thanks to [a community of donors], I am able to attend. Thank you so very much.

—Grant Burgess ’13
Orval W. Clawson ’49
Thomas J. Coad ’42 and Sharil Webber
Jonathan L. Cohen ’81 and Rocky Cohen
Brian J. Cole ’64 and Arlene Matsuoka Cole
Paul J. Collacchi ’79 and Roopa Morosani
James N. Compton ’64 and Carol S. Arnold
Rodney R. Cornwall ’62 and Elizabeth Cornwall
Kit Crosby-Williams ’57
John A. Crosley ’67
Paul M. Curtis ’73 and Amy Freirich Curtis
John Dabney
Laurie Webb Daniel ’77 and Harold T. Daniel, Jr.
Lisa E. Danzig ’85
Joel L. Davis ’63 and Sarah G. Keegan
Adam Dawson ’83 and Deborah Moore ’85
Robert E. DeRight, Jr. ’60 and
Marilyn G. DeRight
Charles E. Deutch ’65
Michael G. Dryfoos ’81 and Iliga Jansons
Jill S. Dubisch ’65
Harris Dusenberry ’36
Clifford L. Eastman ’76 and
Leah S. Kleinman ’79
Roy E. Ekland ’65 and
Charlotte Jeanne Parkinson Ekland ’67
David Elesh ’62 and Estella M. Elesh
Mary K. Eloit ’72 and Supratik Bose
Karen Maxwell Ende ’66 and
Eric S. Ende
Gregg I. Eskenazi ’82
John D. Eveland ’64
Steven B. Falk ’83 and Nancy K. Falk
Joyce R. Halpern Farley ’64
Allahverdi Farmanfarmaian ’52
Thomas and Joan Feeley
Donald H. Handers ’58
Shirley J. Foreman ’72
Jonathan Fox ’65 and Anne Webster Fox
Meg A. Turney Fried ’79
Erik Funke ’72 and Guusje Sellier
Nicholas G. Galakatos ’79 and
Alice Galakatos
Candace E. Galen ’78 and Shelly Ossana
David L. Gass ’40 and Edith E. Gass
Donna M. Larsen Gelfand ’58
Jeffrey Gilbert
Paul Robert Gillis ’91 and
JoAnn Zell Gillis
Jody Hoffer Gittell ’84 and Ross Gittell
Arthur Glasfeld and Susan Mikota
Pam Giern ’67
Michael J. Goldblatt ’74 and
Marta Padilla Goldblatt
David M. Goldschmidt ’65 and
Cherie Campbell
Bennett H. Goldstein ’72
Margaret Goldwater ’71*
Rachel Riches Gordon ’43
Michael T. Gould ’81 and Carolyn W. Buck
Charles E. Grant ’80 and Linda S. Hall
Laura L. Graser ’73*
John P. Gray ’60 and Shirley A. Green Gray
Robert K. Gray ’53
George C. Guinby ’51 and
Virginia Kuss Guinby ’52
Sam Gustin ’02
William Haden
Robert D. Hall ’55 and Jane Hritz Hall
Leo S. Harf ’74 and Pauline Loeb Harf
Stacy Andrew Harris ’77 and
Geoffrey H. Harris ’77
Charles S. Hartley ’79 and
Natalia S. Hryciwskyj
Beverly Karpulski Hartline ’71 and
Frederick F. Hartline ’67
Carol Joanne Hasson ’49 and Samuel Vodopija
Mitchell W. Heinemann ’41 and
Elaine Brunhardt Heinemann
Joseph (deceased) and Jeanette Herron
Joseph D. Herron ’77 and Patricia A. Baird
Paul M. Hess ’84 and Katherine H. Childs ’84
Peter and Lisa Hillman
Robert Hogfoss ’80 and Deborah Hogfoss
Patricia A. Honchar ’70 and
Richard B. Rothenberg
Hilary Brown Honore ’64
James E. Hook ’77 and Wen Chyi Shyu
Robert D. Howe ’79 and Martha E. Nichols ’80
Paul J. Hoyer ’64 and Helen A. Hoyer
Kay Huff ’79 and Jonathan Kahn
Lesley Anne Hyman Hyatt ’88 and
Bernard Friedman
Noah P. Ilinsky ’95
Gordon Isakson ’75 and
Jeanette M. Bradley ’75
Patricia M. Towne Jahoda ’50 and
Franz C. Jahoda
Jeri S. Janowsky ’78 and John Crabbe
Donald and Suzanne Jenkins
Robert W. Johannsen ’48 (deceased)
Gloria Drenquis Johnson ’79 and Colin Tierney
Tracy DeWayne Johnson ’86
Lawrence Henry Jones, Jr. ’95 and Anna Jones
Michele Jonsson Funk ’94 and Mattias Jonsson
Benjamin Jung ’67
Lindsay Hilfiker Kanter ’01 and
Chad Joseph Lundin ’03
David G. Kaufman ‘65 and Jane Kaufman
Peggy Virginia Keilus ‘42 (deceased)
Geraldine Kempler ‘89
Dean and Sydney Kilgore
David Y. Kim ‘74 and Jane I. Kim
David Shaw King ‘63 and
Nilofer Ichaporia King
Steven and Kerstin Koklik
William Cha-Won Koo ‘83 and
Elspeth Teagarden Tanguay-Koo ‘00
W. Theodore and Karen Koskores
Charles E. Krakoff ‘78 and
Charlotte Goodhue Krakoff
Elliot J. Krane ‘74*
Frederick and Diane Kullman
Jan Kurtz and Duncan Carter*
Ethan Atterbury Ladd ‘94
Kim D. Lambert ‘78 and William Wheatley
Harry Jerome Lamley ‘53 and Carol Tomioka
Murray J. Leaf ‘61 and Michelena A. Leaf*
Ralph T. Leber ‘44*
Arthur Leigh
Holly Gudmundson Leighton ‘78 and
James A. Leighton*
Gwendolyn L. Lewis ‘65 and
David C. Montgomery*
William Bennett Lewis ‘84 and
Maria Manuela Chora Lewis ‘88
David J. Lewontin ‘70 and
Sarah Rick Lewontin ‘74
Jan R. Liss ‘74 and James L. Coddington ‘74
Glenn D. Littenberg ‘69
Jayne Loader ‘73 and Robert P. Kirshner
Marlaine E. Lockheed ‘64 and
Steven B. Frakt
Deborah Lovejoy
Helen Lovell
William and Josephine Lowe
Eleanor Emmons Maccoby ‘39*
H. Claudia MacEachlan ‘75*
Alexa Preston Malott ‘08
Linda and Ken Mantel
Lois Shoemaker Markus ‘45 and
Lawrence Markus*
Jerry S. Marshall ‘82 and Mary Jean Vickers ‘81
Jeffrey M. Mason ‘79 and Julia Holien
Fred Matthies ‘49 and Susan A. Matthies
Jonathan Maurer and Gretchen Shugart
Julienne Lee Bishin May ‘54 and
Richard P. May
Lynn Mayer ‘58
Steven Mayer and Carole Schecter
Stephen R. McCarthy ‘66 and
Lucinda Parker McCarthy ‘66
Sylia McClellan
Robert McConnell ‘63 and
Suzie Star McConnell
Francis Owen McDonnell, Ill ‘95 and
Gayle McDonnell
Dennis B. McIlvray ‘65 and
Carol Beth McIlvray
Wesley W. McGrew ‘79 and Robin McGrew
William W. McGrew ‘56
Nora McLaughlin ‘10
Michael McPherson ‘68 and Mary Ann Frye
David McTigue and Carol Stein
Lawrence F. Meadows ‘82
Toinette Menashe MALS ‘71 and
Victor Menashe*
Judith A. Murray Merion ‘72
David S. Mesirow ‘61 and
Margaret Strawn Mesirow ‘62
Ryan Baker Miller ‘00 and Maryia Miller
Paul M. Mockett ‘59 and
Sara Hoffman Mockett*
Thomas J. Montgomery ‘77 and
Mary Montgomery
Peter B. Munsche ‘69 and Brigid O’Reilly
Charles Myers and Susan Greenleaf
William Potts Goode Neuhauser ‘81 and
Laura Ruth Byerly ‘83
Harold Chaim Nevis ‘10
Nancy Neuberger
William Sherwood Newcomb ‘93
Sara S. Nichols ‘83 and William Magavern
Abraham J. Ofner ‘74
Bruce C. Olsen ‘74 and Susan K. Comis ‘75
Lloyd C. Olson ‘57 and Debbie Olson
Ronald L. Orcutt ‘66
Turid L. Owren ‘74 and
E. Walter Van Valkenburg
Theodore L. Parker ‘82 and Katherine Parker
Mallory Harrod Paxton ‘71
David and Diane Perkinson
Mark A. Petrinovic ‘83
John L. Phillips, Jr. ‘48
John J. Pierce ‘79 and Robin J. Wright ‘79
Lucille Harris Pierce ‘43*
Paul E. Porter ‘74 and Patricia E. Erickson
John Thomas Powers, Jr. ‘81 and
Marian Ruth Mulkey ‘81
Marinah Addison Prendergast ‘89 and
Todd Prendergast
Janet Pressman*
Christopher M. Price ‘71 and
Carol Andrea Correll ‘71
Thomas L. Price ‘74 and Hadiza Djibo
Laurie Malarkey Rahr ‘53
Vicki Ransom
David and Robin Ray
Joan M. Raymond Boggs ‘68
Heather Bell Redman ‘86 and Eric Redman*
Sean Douglas Reilly ‘90
Peter N. Reithal ‘78 and
Cindy Jo Stackhouse ‘80
Lawrence R. Rinder ‘83*
George and Claire Rives*
Geoffrey Robison ‘71
Mikel A. Roose ‘73 and Pamela J. Roose
Paul Rosenberg
Myron Rothbart ‘62 and
Mary Klevyrod Rothbart ‘62
Arthur H. Rothstein ‘73 and Julia Erickson
Donald A. Rudy ‘62
Christopher S. Ruf ‘82 and Carla Morse
Joel A. Salon ‘65 and
Carolyn Kellogg Salon ‘64
J. Victor Samuels ‘64 and
Barbara Greenfield Samuels ‘64
J. Nancy Zingesser Sands ‘78 and
Robert Scott Sands
David A. Sauerhaft ‘82 and
Diana I. Miller ‘84
Charles L. Schroeder ‘80 and
Pamela Freeman Schroeder ‘80
Armand A. Schwartz, Jr. ‘60
Karen Lund Scott ‘55
Freddie Segal-Gidian ‘76 and Jonathan Gidian
Emily and Val Serebryan
Steven Shapin ‘65 and Abigail Barrow
Leonard David Shapiro ‘65 and
Elayne Halpern Shapiro
Mark L. Share ‘86 and
Susan Beth Polton Share ‘86
Leslie Sherman (deceased)
Loraine E. Shields ‘74
Stephen M. Shields ‘62*
Marc M. Shimamoto ‘79
Kevan Michael Shokat ‘86 and
Deborah D. Kamali ‘85
Willis E. Sibley ‘51 and Marjorie Arielle Hegge
Brian D. Silver ‘65 and Sally Thrun Silver
Suzanne Simmons
Gerald Smith ‘04 and Donna Smith
Steven Rich Smucker ‘76
Jonathan Mark Snyder ‘91 and
Stephanie Sakellaris Snyder ‘91
Timothy Andrew Solomon ‘96 and
Si Nae Solomon
John W. Sondheim ‘63
Timothy Standing ‘80 and Renee Marler
Jeanne Halsey Steed ‘47*

* DENOTES MEMBERSHIP IN REED’S ELIOT SOCIETY.
In preparing this report, every effort was made to ensure accuracy and completeness. Please contact Jan Kurtz, director of development, at 503/777-7578 or Jan.Kurtz@reed.edu with any concerns.

Foundations

The following is a list of foundations that have enabled students and faculty to live the life of the mind at Reed, providing funds for scholarships, faculty research, academic building construction, and much more over the course of the campaign.

Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research Foundation
Paul G. Allen Family Foundation
Aurora Foundation
Aytzen Foundation
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Leonard and Irene Bettinger Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation of Greater Kansas City
The Bodhi Foundation
Booth Ferris Foundation
Carnegie Corporation of New York
Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation
The Collins Foundation
Arthur Vining Davis Foundations
The Dudley T. Dougherty Foundation
Elver Foundation, Inc.
Ernst & Young Foundation
Frankel Family Foundation
The Walter Freygang Foundation
The Gilder Foundation
William Randolph Hearst Foundation
Edward E. Hills Fund
Horizon Foundation for New Jersey
Ithaka Harbors Inc.
James Family Foundation
The Jandon Foundation
Joe Lewis Jefferson Foundation Inc.
Jewish Communal Fund
J.K. Foundation, Inc.
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Franklin and Catherine Johnson Foundation
Christian A. Johnson Endeavor Foundation
Jubitz Family Foundation
Kaul Foundation
W. M. Keck Foundation
Margaret H. and James E. Kelley Foundation, Inc.
Robert Lehman Foundation
McGeary Family Foundation
McKenzie River Gathering Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
James F. and Marion L. Miller Foundation
MSST Foundation
M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust
Peter Norton Family Office
Oregon Community Foundation
Oregon Cultural Trust
Oregon Independent College Foundation
Oregon Jewish Community Foundation
Bernard Osher Foundation
Pew Charitable Trusts
Princeton Area Community Foundation, Inc.
Research Corporation
Jonathan E. Rhoads Trust
S&G Foundation
Sapiens Foundation, Inc.
Seattle Foundation
The Shepherd Foundation
Sherman Fairchild Foundation
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Smith Richardson Foundation, Inc.
Spencer Foundation
Starr Foundation
The Fred & Sharon Stein Foundation
Solon E. Summerfield Foundation
Teagle Foundation
Tides Foundation
Rose E. Tucker Charitable Trust
Thomas J. Watson Foundation
Wessinger Foundation
Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation
The Wollenberg Foundation
The Wramthan Family Foundation
Wyss Foundation
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